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for Linda



I want the water,
I want the air.

Kate Bush



Not one thing as another
but the world as he finds it



Which came first
the paths or the trees?



On either side of the gate
there are different ways to wait



That flower she thought was crosswort
now she thinks is lady’s bedstraw



The more trees the less flowers
the more flowers the less trees



We shouldn’t complain
but we do



No two branches 
grow the same way



Life is different 
above and below the tree line



I don’t need you to agree with me
I do need us to agree



Look in the water
see the sky



Tug at a fankle
and you get a knot



The taste of wetness on the brambles
is pure, then they rot



Can the rain
not rain?







In his dream
the keys grow roots



The ducks sleep with their heads
turned around



Clumps of moss
islands in a sea of leaves



The lichen’s grown
into the wind’s old habits



The leaf falls into itself
in the pool



Where the river goes
there grows the primrose



A slower shower
passes over



Everywhere you go
your beard grows



Cold flows
clear as a colour



Singing all the way home
without knowing the words



Lie flat on your back
let gravity take a rest



The way that she says moon means more 
to me than the moon itself



We all have
an island name



Still me it seems 
awake in the quiet of another room
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